
Gender+ Aware Cycling Policy Cycle

2. Development of the Cycling Plan

1. Research and analysis of
the current situation

4. Monitoring

3. Implementation of the plan

Identifying resources

Setting priorities

Setting objectives and goals

Invite external partners to deliver data for monitoring

What other surveys and (quatitative and qualitative)
data do we have, and what do the evaluations of
previous policies tell us?

Focus question: How can cities create
Gender+ Aware Cycling Policies?

Include the gender dimension in the design of the monitoring
plan

5. Evaluation

Check of gender blind planning and gender biases in
the data and input

Invite (women's) NGO's to participate to contribute to
the collection of data, the research and analysis

Cooperate with different city departments

Invite (women's) NGO's to participate in the development of
the plan

What are the priorities of other departments and can we find
synergies?

Invite external partners, including (women's) NGO's, to think
along in the design of the monitoring plan

What can we learn in terms of content?

Combat gender blindness and gender bias in all
stages of the policy cycle

Which external partners, including (women's) NGO's are well
suited to implement some of the actions? Can we cooperate?

What are the tasks and activities?

Complement with qualitative research to address the gap in
knowledge on gender issues in the existing surveys

Raise awareness of gender+ issues / barriers in
cycling mobility

What can we learn from the process?

Check for gender biases in objectives and goals

Are there gender biases or issues that we should take into
account?

What have we achieved? Has cycling become more gender+
equal?

Which city departments other than the urban planning
department, are well suited to implement some of the
actions? Can we cooperate?

Virtual Cycling & Society
Symposium 2020 - Angela

van der Kloof

What do we prioritise and who does that serve?

Is it possible to link objectives and/or goals with social priorities in
the city?

Design a participatory process for all stages of the
policy cycle

Create understanding of what an  approach isintersectional

Which tools and methods can be used?

Is there another category that should be added?

Education

Well being and community development

Social security

....

What sex and gender disaggregated data can we
extract from existing mobility surveys?

https://coggle.it/folder/shared
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=8&v=JRci2V8PxW4&feature=emb_logo

